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NOISE ABATEEEKT - GEKE lU.L A VIATIOl\ 'S PROBLEl..I TOO
For several years the airlines of the country and the Air Force
have been cognizant of the problem of noise over congested areas. This
has been brought forceably home to them in the form of complaints by
citizens of the areas over which they fly and from · the areas in proximity to the major airports fron which they operate.
At one time these complaints became so numerous that several
airports in the national ·system were closed and the use of others was
threatened by local laws that were passed prohibiting aircraft frQm
flying over them at 2-ny altitude much less altitudes needed for takeoffs and approaches.
This problem was met by self discipline within the industry and
within the Air Force. Corridors were laid out for approaches and departures from the major terminals that took the aircraft over the
least populated c.reas. Haximum performance climb-outs, within the
limits of safety, are practiced so as to reach altitudes compatable
with tolerable noise levels as soon as possibleo Approaches are kept
high until descents can be made with minimum power toward the fields.
Preferential runways tnking trB.ffic away from cities are used.
Although the laws of the individual communities prohibiting
flight over their areas have been declared invalid, the lesson learned
from an aroused public opinion has renaine4, and there is a constant
program of noise abatement carried on in all phases of military and
airline operation~
This lesson, learnec the h~r d way by operators of heavily
powered equipment, is one that General Aviation may well heed while
there is still time. The advent of more powerful engines, variable
pitch propellers, and moro and more twin engined Bircraft into general aviation also means more noise. Every care must · be talc en NOW
by this segment of aviation if it wishes to avoid more stringen-t--regulation later.
In general aviation it is everyone's problem to practice the
self-discipline needed to prevent complaints. · Maintain altitude over
congested areas; avoid them altogether whenever possible. When taking off, do not turn immediately over congested c-.reas just because
your course lies that way. Accept preferential runways even though¥'
they are cross wind when in your judgment it is safe to do so. The
practice of jazzing the throttle over your house just to let your
wife know you are home wasn't too bad in a J-3 although it was bound
to annoy some people, but the same thing in a twin Bonanza becomes
intolerable to many. Let's get on the ball before it is too late •••

60 PERSONS BRAVE COLD AND 'KIND AT ISLE OF PLAMS BREAKFAST UEET
Twenty planes and sixty hardy souls braved the cold and wind
last Sunday, October 27, to attend the Breakfast Club meeting at
Isle of Palms, S. c. They were rewarded by a fine breakfast and a
congenial meeting as well as a flight demonstration by three F-86 Ds
from Charleston Air Force Base before beginning the trek homeward.
The next meeting will be held in Columbia on NOVEKBE::I 10 when
the fly-in will assemble at OKENS FIELD at 9:20 A.N. for transportation to Henry's Restaurant. Those attending this meeting are urged

to be promp~ as it is imperative that tnis meeting end at exactly the
scheduled t1me of 11:20 AJ[. Cards will be mailed giving details at a
later date. The traffic pattern at Owens Field is always away from
town; ie; traffic for the east-west runway is always south of the
field and traffic for the northwest~southeast runway is always to the
west. Traffic pattern markers are located on the field directly in
front of the Aeronautics Commission hangar. The wind-sock in the same
location will determine the direction of landing.
FIRE POWER FILM AVAILABLE

Films taken at the recent fire power demonstration at Eglin AFB,
Florida, by a representative of the South Carolina Aeronautics Commission, are available · to any group wishing to show them. The pictures,
taken in 16mm Color, are silent, and have been combined on one reel to
give a fi~~ minut~ pictorial account of the nationts most recent advances in aerial warfare. Shown also are the Air Force's most modern
planes in fly-bys · and acrobatic demonstrations. Requests for bookings
of this film shou~d be addressed to A. v. Thomas, P. o. Box 1176,
Columbia, s. C.
APPACHE CRASH IS EVERYONE'S LESSON

A visit to the site of the crash of a twin engined Appache which
brought death to three people on the night of October 23 brought vividly to mind the needlessness and unnecessary waste of such an accident.
While the official determination of the cause 'of the accident has not
been released, it w?.s apparent that the plane flew in t'o the side of a
mountain about twenty oiles north~northweet of Walhalla during powered
flight. The scene .of the accident puts the plane thirty to thirtyfive miles off course of its intended tlight from Atlanta to Charlotte.
Assuming no mechanical difficulties, (and at this time that is·the
assumption we must take) why was the plane that far off course, and
particularly to the north when safety lay to the south? Why was no
flight plan filed at all? Why, if weather wa~ encountered enroute,
was not a flight plan initiated at that time? ·The ~nswers to these ·
and many other questions may never be answered at all, but it all boi~
down to one thing; the flight was nqt planried at all. There is no
reason to assume that the flight could not £ave been conducted safely
under instrument conditions on an in~trument flight plan, but there
is every evidence that it was not conducted safely, VFR at night,
under no flight plan at all. It is granted that there is temptation
on an airport · the size of Atlanta to just get in the plane, crank up
and get going, but occasi~nally, when something like this happens, the
folly of this type of operation is pointed out to -all of us. Here in
point is a lesson to be learned.
·
JET BLASTS - HOW D/d~GEROUS?

According to the Fl{ght Safety Foundation, the jet blast of a
Wright J-65 turning up at full powet has a temperature of 380°F and a
velocity of 271 Knots 25 feet aft of its tail cone. At 50 feet the
temperature is 213°, the velocity 102 knots and at 75 feet 156° at
56 knots; unless a blast deflector is behind the plane, the area 200
feet aft should be clear • . This is important infonnation to relilember
~hen t axiing out behind jet pl~nes. ·
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